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Abstract

The growing energy demand in the next century can be met by large-scale nuclear power that
can be deployed around fast reactors operating in a closed U-Pu cycle. The main requirements to the
future fuel cycle are 1) reduction of the radiation risk from radioactive waste owing to transmutation
of the most hazardous long-lived actinides and fission products in reactors and due to thorough
treatment of radwaste to remove these elements, with provision of a balance between the activity of
waste put to final disposal and that of uranium extracted from earth; 2) no possibility to use closed
cycle facilities for Pu extraction from spent fuel for the purpose of weapons production; physical
protection of fuel against thefts (nonproliferation).

1. INTRODUCTION

Significant growth of global fuel and energy demand expected in the 21st century
will most likely be accompanied by depletion of cheap hydrocarbons and a threatening
increase in the emissions resulting from fossil fuel combustion.

The most realistic solution to the energy problems is offered by large-scale
nuclear power (NP) capable of taking in a significant portion of the growing fuel
demand. Serious expansion of nuclear sources - by an order of magnitude against the
current level - can be achieved only around fast reactors in a closed fuel cycle. Large
plutonium stockpiles accumulated in the first stage of nuclear power development,
dictate the use of fast reactors with uranium-plutonium fuel, which have serious
advantages over other reactor types and the thorium-uranium cycle.

The geography and scale of energy supply anticipated in the next century,
impose new requirements on nuclear reactors and closed fuel cycle technology, in
particular:

- full Pu reproduction in the core with BR~1. The slowdown in the expected rate of
capacity growth and large amounts of plutonium accumulated in the first stage of
nuclear power development, eliminate the need for quick doubling of plutonium, which
allows the use of reactors with BR~ 1 and moderate power density in the core;

- natural safety of reactors with deterministic exclusion of the most dangerous
accidents such as prompt runaway, loss of coolant, fire, steam and hydrogen
explosions, which lead to fuel failure and catastrophic release of radioactivity;
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- lower radiation risk from radwaste (RW) owing to the transmutation of the most
hazardous long-lived actinides and fission products (FP) in reactors and thorough
treatment of RW to remove these elements, with provision of a balance between the
activity of RW put to final disposal and that of uranium extracted from earth;

- facilities of a closed fuel cycle should not be suitable for Pu extraction from spent fuel
for the purpose of its further use for weapons production; fuel should be physically
protected against thefts (nonproliferation);

- fast reactors should be cheaper than existing LWRs, to make them competitive with
fossils and gas in most countries and regions.

RDIPE has been working in the last decade on a concept of a fast lead-cooled
reactor with UN-PuN fuel (BREST series), which relies on considerable domestic
expertise in fast reactors and marine nuclear systems with PbBi coolant. The studies
carried out so far show that these reactors can satisfy all of the above requirements.
The reactor survives any credible accident without fuel failure, has full internal Pu
reproduction in the core (CBR~1), does not use uranium blankets and transmutes
minor actinides (MA) as a part of the main fuel. These features make it possible to
simplify reprocessing technology to a not too deep fuel purification from fission
products, with Pu extraction from spent fuel neither required nor possible. Fuel
reprocessing should preferably be set up on NPP sites in order to avoid large shipments
of highly radioactive and fissionable materials.

BREST has several physical traits which make it proliferation-resistant:

• Transmuted actinides present in the fuel and rough fuel cleaning from FPs (so that
1% to 10% of them remain in the fuel) facilitate fuel protection against thievery at all
stages of the fuel cycle.

• With full Pu reproduction in the core (BR~1) there is no need to use uranium
blankets, which precludes production of weapon-grade plutonium in these reactors
and eliminates the need for Pu extraction.

• With CBR~ 1, the fact that spent fuel composition is very close to that of fresh fuel,
implies that Pu is neither extracted nor added to the fuel. To adjust fuel composition,
another portion of 238U is added into the main fuel to compensate for the burnup of
this component.

• With small reactivity margin in the core, it is not possible to load into reactor fuel
assemblies containing source material for Pu production. Small reactivity worth of
FAs, its insignificant variation with burnup (CBR-1) and moderate power density
in the core, afford quasicontinuous on-load refuelling during low-load operation.
With closed fuel cycle facilities arranged on NPP sites, it becomes possible to do
without out-of-pile storages for spent and fresh fuel, which are most vulnerable to
thefts.

On-site fuel facilities eliminate the need for long-distance shipments of fuel and
hence remove the danger of accidents and thievery associated with them.

Surplus neutrons produced in a chain reaction in a fast reactor without uranium
blanket and the high flux of fast neutrons, allow efficient transmutation of not only all
actinides in the core but also long-lived fission products (I, Te) in lead blanket by
leakage neutrons without detriment to the inherent safety of this reactor.
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The radiation balance between natural uranium used for energy production in a
closed system and resultant long-lived high-level waste (LLHLW) can be attained
based on the transmutation of actinides and long-lived fission products in BREST
reactors, extraction and utilization of Sr and Cs, with HLW put in monitored storage
for about 200 years before final disposal in order to lower their activity thousand-fold,
approximately.

2. RADIATION BALANCE WITH ALLOWANCE FOR MIGRATION

To give a quantitative assessment of the radioactive balance in the system, it is
necessary to introduce a notion of activity equivalent to natural uranium. The
radiation equivalence between natural uranium and waste in terms of their impact on
man can be accounted for, for instance, by using dose factors Ei for nuclides absorbed
by individuals with water, as they are given in the Radiation Safety Standards NRB-96
[1]. Estimations concerning the radiation-equivalent activity of actinides (Ac), fission
products (FP) and structural materials (SM) activated in a neutron field, i.e. waste
components, can rely on radiation coefficients (Krad, i):

A rad-cqS M = . i S M ; Arad-eq, LLHLW = A r ad-cqA c + SM;

Krad,, = Eu238/E,.

TABLE I. RADIATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SOME NUCLIDES

Nuclide
Krad
Nuclide
Krad

m
1050
23?Np
2.09

«Ni
1490
239pu

0.92

90Sr
1.57
24ipU

48.9

«Zr
40
24iAm
1.15

99T c

68.8
2« Cm
17.7

129J

0.4
244 C m

1.44

23ipa

0.324
251Cf

0.639

232U

0.152

The principle of waste equivalence relative to uranium can be extended to
migration of LLHLW elements after final disposal should the protection barriers fail
with time. Comparable to the role of radiation coefficients is that of migration factors
which are equal to the ratio between retardation factors (RF) of waste and natural
uranium in rock - Kmig = RFj/RFu. Retardation factor is equal to the ratio of water
flow velocity in rock to the rate of element migration. With Kmig>l, waste elements
migrate slower than uranium. If Kmig<l, waste migration is faster than that of
uranium.

TABLE II. MIGRATION FACTORS

Element
J^-mig

Element
Kmig

Th
98
Tc
0.5

Pa
29
I
0.22

U
1
Cs
32

Np
2.2
Sr
7.9

Pu
16.1
Ni
7.3

Am
64
Zr
150

Cm
60
Sm
24

Sn
48
Th
98

Se
4.4
Nb
29

Pd
6.6
Pa
29

Pb
2.2
Mo
0.73
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Similarly, it is possible to describe the radiation- and migration-equivalent
activity of waste as Arad/mig eq= £ Ai/(Krad,i • Kmig,i). This activity is obtained by

dividing the actual activity of nuclides by radiation and migration factors and is
actually an analog of uranium activity which can be compared to the activity of natural
uranium with the mass Mu used for energy production that resulted in the generation
of the waste under consideration. The condition which should be met to attain the
radiation and migration balance between the equivalent activity of waste and natural
uranium, can be described by the following equation:

Arad/mig - eq, LLHLW(T0) = MuAu.w

where
Arad/mig -cq, LLHLW(TO) is the radiation- and migration-equivalent activity of LLHLW

which depends on the time of waste storage and is normalized
to energy production resulting in the generation of It of fission
products (Ci/t of FPs);

Mu is the mass of natural uranium burned in a reactor with
resultant production of It of FPs (t);

Au,w = 4.7 Ci/t is the activity taken from earth with It of natural uranium,
which includes the activity of uranium proper and of the
members of its radioactive family.

The above characteristics are differential since the function in question is
considered with respect to energy production resulting in the generation of It of FPs.
As regards long-term nuclear power operation, it would be more sensible to use an
integral approach which evaluates the buildup of waste activity during a certain period
of time and compares the decrease of this activity with the total activity of natural
uranium spent in the same period.

The possibility of attaining radiation balance with allowance for migration has
been studied with respect to a closed nuclear power system consisting mostly of
BREST reactors (which are taken to account for 75% of nuclear capacity in nuclear
power fully deployed do a stable level) and WERs (about 25% of the total nuclear
capacity). WERs are supposed to use enriched uranium in the initial period of large-
scale deployment of nuclear sources. Then, as the reserves of natural uranium will be
coming to an end (by the turn of the 21st century), WERs will start using thorium and
uranium-233 (WER-B) as main fuel and uranium-233 produced in lead blankets of
BREST reactors, as make-up fuel.

Thorium irradiated in a BREST blanket will accumulate 233U to such an extent
that the two will remain inseparable in all reprocessing stages. The demanded content
of 233U in fuel loaded in WERs will be obtained by mixing of unloaded and make-up
fuel.

In nuclear power self-sustained with fissionable materials [4], fresh fuel will be
needed only for reactor make-up with depleted uranium and thorium. Let us confine
the discussion to the stage of nuclear power operation lasting to the end of reserves of
depleted and recovered uranium accumulated by the end of NP deployment or
stockpiled earlier (Fig. 1).
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Fig.l A Case of nuclear power development: deployment during 90 years, operation
during 3790 years, phaseout with burning of final charges -300 years.

1- BREST
2- WER-B.

The case of NP development discussed here, includes transmutation of Np, Am,
Cm, I and Tc in BREST reactors. The radiation balance was calculated assuming that
0.1% (mass) of U, Pu, Am; 1% (mass) of Np, Cm, Th, Ra and 100% (mass) of Bk, Cf
go to waste during reprocessing.

Fig. 2 shows relative radiation- and migration-equivalent activity of LLHLW
(relative to activity of natural uranium and thorium used in the period of NP
operation) as dependent on the time of waste storage:

SradymigLLHLW (x) = Arad/m.g (x) / A U + T h

The operation time of NP TNP = 3790 years, and the total activity of uranium
and thorium spent Au+Th depends on it. Both activities are normalized to It of FPs
produced during NP operation. With waste storage time = 200 years, Srad/migLLHLW ~
10; with x = 300 years, Srad/mig

LLHLW ~ 5; with x = 400 years, Srad/mig
LLHLW ~ 2.5. In

other words, it is possible to have the radiation and migration activity of LLHLW of
the same order of magnitude as the activity of uranium and thorium used for energy
supply, with the waste stored for some 200-400 years, which is quite acceptable.

3. Technological aspects of the nonproliferation of fissionable materials

To ascertain that BREST fuel satisfies the nonproliferation requirement,
calculations were performed on the critical mass of a "bare ball" containing fuel
composition without reflector. The BREST fuel thus calculated was compared with the
critical mass of metallic uranium enriched to 20% with 235U (828 kg), which is
authorized by IAEA for circulation and is classified as Class 4 Hazard, i.e. not
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Fig. 2 The ratio between the radiation- and migration-equivalent activity of LLHLW
and the activity of natural uranium and thorium used for power supply. NP operation
time 3790 years.

dangerous as regards the possibility of its use for nuclear weapons production. "Bare"
critical mass of fuel composition in a BREST reactor with an equilibrium core (i.e.
containing uranium, plutonium, neptunium, americium and curium isotopes) amounts
to 850 kg in case of metallic fuel and 1530 kg with nitride fuel. This means that BREST
fuel is unsuitable for nuclear weapons production, provided actinides are not separated
from it during reprocessing.

The physical traits of fast reactors allow reprocessing in which 1% to 10% of
fission products remain in the fuel. Also left in the fuel for transmutation are Am, Np
and some Cu. Altogether, these impurities account for the high radiation level of the
fuel (approximately 50 Ci/kg), hence providing its inherent protection against thievery.

The existing commercial technology of spent fuel reprocessing based on aqueous
extraction and other radiochemical techniques studied now (fluorides, electrochemical
refining in molten salts, etc.) are tailored to Pu extraction and hence cannot satisfy the
nonproliferation requirements. This was one of the reasons why the R&D in this area
were halted in the U.S.A., along with the fast reactor programme. Furthermore, this
will also be the major obstacle to large-scale deployment of nuclear power in future.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the existing and look for new reprocessing
techniques. The new techniques should take advantage of the possibilities opened by
reactors of the new generation, and should be proliferation-resistant.

In this context, the main feature required of a reprocessing technology is that it
leaves no room for Pu separation from uranium wherever in the process, which means
that the two should always go together in a certain ratio. Inseparability of U and Pu
should take its root in the chemical processes and equipment used in reprocessing. Any
potential variations in process parameters - temperature, pressure, agents used, etc. -
should not enable Pu extraction or result in significant increase of Pu content in fuel
composition, i.e. the reprocessing technology should be inherently resistant to
proliferation.
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Several refining technologies have been appraised against the above
requirements: aqueous, molten fluorides, gas fluorides, electrochemical refining in
molten salts. Investigations were also made into the use of unconventional refining
techniques such as metallurgical processes or direct annealing of fuel composition. All
these techniques were found to be basically capable of assuring inseparability of U and
Pu during reprocessing and providing the requisite level of fuel cleaning from actinides
and fission products.

1. Aqueous extraction is practically the sole technique used now in the countries
with developed nuclear power (Purex process). Basically, it can be modified to suit the
nonproliferation requirements. The modified procedure will be simpler than the
existing technique because it will not include Pu extraction from organic material. At
the same time, the aqueous technique has certain drawbacks in the context of the above
requirements:

• large amount of equipment and rooms, on account of low permissible fuel content
in process solutions;

• large amount of low-level liquid waste;
• the need for long-term preliminary cooling of irradiated fuel to reduce radiation

exposure of organic agents and the extent of their decomposition, and also large
consumption of these agents.

These shortcomings call for an extensive effort to work out a proper process,
find optimum mix and size of equipment and perform a cost-benefit analysis for a case
when reprocessing is set up on an NPP site.

2. Reprocessing based on molten fluorides. Spent fuel is transformed into a molten
salt such as LiF-NaF-UF4 (PUF3) under the temperature of more than 650°C, which
contains also fluorides of FPs and other actinides. Gaseous, volatile and the most
noble (as to the electrochemistry) elements are isolated in the initial stage of the
process. Next, actinides are extracted from the melt in oxidation/reduction and
fluorine/oxygen exchange reactions. With actinides having similar electrochemical
potentials, it proves possible to implement the process in such a way that it becomes
unfeasible to isolate a fraction with high content of Pu.

3. A process in which spent fuel is brought in a gaseous state such as UF6. About
half of FP elements produce non-volatile fluorides and hence are separated during
fluoridation. The remaining elements can be separated into requisite components by
using traps with different temperatures. Uranium and plutonium fluorides are kept
together. In principle, Pu could be isolated by superheating of the mixture and thermal
decomposition of PuF6. There are technical and administrative measures, however,
that exclude such superheating in the process being developed.

4. In the process under consideration, chlorides of fuel components (such as UCh,
PuCb) are subjected to electrolysis in potassium and lithium chloride environment. During
anodic dissolution of nitride fuel, noble metals, molybdenum, technetium and
zirconium pass into slime. Refining is carried out in electrolyzers with a solid or pool
cathode, at the temperature of 550°C - 650°C. As a result of the electrochemical
process, uranium, plutonium, the majority of minor actinides and 2% to 10% of rare-
earth elements are precipitated on cathode.
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With molten fluoride, gas fluoride and electrochemical molten salt techniques of
spent fuel reprocessing it will be possible to reduce the amount of equipment involved
in the process and, very likely, also the amount of low-level waste, by an order of
magnitude as compared to the aqueous technology. The above techniques have been
tested in laboratories but have not been commercialized yet and hence require further
analytical and experimental work to support their commercial application. These
technologies may involve some increase in the relative content of Pu in the fuel
subjected to reprocessing, which is unwelcome from the view point of nonproliferation
and nuclear safety. This matter needs further investigations.

5. A concept has been suggested for metallurgical refining of spent fuel. The
technology is based on high-temperature extraction of nitride fuel components in liquid
gallium with subsequent separation by metallurgical methods. The concept requires a
lot of analytical and experimental studies to support it. Obviously, the main problem
with this technology will be the choice of structural materials capable of surviving the
harsh environment (liquid gallium) and high temperatures (1000°C - 2000°C).

6. For the annealing technique of fuel refining, only the basic analysis has been
performed so far, with some model calculations on nuclide release from oxide and
nitride matrices. The calculations relied mostly on analytically evaluated but not
validated experimentally coefficients of nuclide diffusion in a matrix, which means that
this technique also needs considerable experimental and analytical effort to
substantiate it. The main attraction of this option is its simplicity (the fuel matrix is
refined, heated and kept in this state for some time to allow for nuclide release from
grains into the gas environment). Even if this technology fails to live up to the current
optimistic predictions about its future, it might become an initial stage of fuel refining
in some other baseline technologies. The main difficulty in implementing this technique
will be selection of structural materials that can perform at very high temperatures
(2000°C - 2400°C).

CONCLUSION

The above discussion reflects only the initial studies on the matter in question.
But even at this early stage the studies point to the possibility of creating a
proliferation-resistant fuel cycle for a large-scale nuclear power with radiation-
equivalent radwaste disposal. Further studies are needed to choose fuel cycles for
detailed elaboration.
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